INTRODUCTION
As the state of the art in solar array -battery power systems advances, it is becoming more apparent that to obtain maximum system efficiency, it is necessary to optimize the individual designs of the solar array and battery. This optimization, however, can impose restrictions on the choice of the regulated bus voltage level as well as providing a wide voltage swing to be regulated by the main bus power conversion electronics. One separate buck or boost main bus regulator can not be well optimized for maximum efficiency over such a wide voltage swing. However, a combination of the two regulators, which could provide buck and boost regulation in one efficient conversion step, would be advantageous. With this in mind, a buck-boost regulator d^velopment was begun. This report documents the results of that development.
POWER SYSTEMS UTIUZ^TG A BUCK-BOOST REGULATOR Figure 1 shows a power system which employs a buck-boost regulator between the array and the mai^ bus. The buck-boost regulator in this application eliminates constraints imposed o yl selection of the regulated main bus voltage by the solar array. When the solar array voltage is high, the buck-boost regulator operates iL • -1 bucking mode. This will happen at low array temperatures. When the solar array voltage is relativeiy low, the back -boost regulator operates in a bcosting mode. In this systein, the bus voltage level can be chosen at a voltage consistent with the maximum power capability of the solar array at the critical design point. This system would find particular application to planetary missions where wide variations in solar array voltage occur due to operation at maximum and minimum AU (sun-spacecraft distance. Figure 2 shows another system which uses a buck-boost regulator for bus regulation. In this system, the regulator must process the battery discharge power, as well as the array power, and provide a constant output voltage. The range of voltage over which the regulator must function is established from the minimum discharge voltage of the battery to the maximum operating voltage of the array. As mentioned previously with the optimized designs of the array and battery, a wide voltage swing results at the input of the regulator. However, use of a buck-boost regulator in this system allows the output voltage level to be chosen consistent with the load requirements. The basic buck-boost circuit is shown in Figure 4 , It includes a source of ac coupled in series with a do source thru T l , switches S 1 and S Z , and an averaging filter L 1-C 1• To explain the operation consider that the polarity of the transformer T 1 windings is as shown (the even numbered terminals of each winding are more positive than the odd terminals). Consider that switch S 1 is closed so current flow from the do source will be thru winding 3-4 and switch S1 to the filter and load. The instantaneous voltage appearing at the input of L 1 will be greater than the input since the polarity of winding 3-4 is such as to add to the source voltage, In this condition the circuit will be operating in the familiar boost mode, Now c onsider that with the wL*iding polarities as shown, S I is open and S z is now c'.osed. Curreot f:ow from the do source will be thru winding 1-2 and switch S 2 to the filter. The instantaneous voltage appearnig at the input to L I will be less than the input since the polarity of winding 1-2 is such as to subtract from the source voltage. in this condition, the circuit will be operating in the buck mode.
Block Diagram of The Buck-Boost Regulator
A block diagram of the regulator implementing this buck-boost circuit is shown in Figure 5 . The source of ac is internally generated by an inverter which is paralleleu ::; the main do input. The inverter switching is controlled by a master multivibrator. Conduction of either of the inverter transistors allows the main do input to appear across the primary windings of an autotransformer. This input is coupled to the transformer seconaary and provides an ae voltage which is combined with the input and then applied to a chopper circuit. Switching of the chopper power transistors is controlled by a slave multivibrator which is coupled in phase displaced relationship from the master multivibrator through a magnetic amplifier. This phase displacement, B, is variable and produces the required switching of the chopper power transistors beti.een conducting and nonconducting states to cause the impressed voltage from the inverter to be either additive or subtractive. The output from the chopper circuit is applied to an averaging filter which smoothes the pulsating do to the desired output level. The resultant output is sampled and compared to a reference to produce an error signal which is providers to a magnetic amplifier for control. In this manner, the resultant output relative to the input is controlled at a value larger, equal to, or less than the do input. (1) Filters A pi filter consisting of C 2 , L 2 and C 3 is used at the input to the regulator to maintain low ripple voltage and current and prevent feedback onto the input power line.
A filter consisting of L 1 and C 1 is used at the output to average the buckboost voltage waveform and smooth it to a do voltage of low ripple. In the design of this filter, the inductance is chosen to maintain continuous current flow for the minimum load to insure proper bucking operation. subtracted from the input. The primary inverter current requited is the magnetizing current plus the load current coupled back to the primary by the turns ratio. The s-.% itchin g action of Q 1 and Q 2 from conducting to nonconducting states and vice versa is accomplished by signals from the master multivibrator; while, CT is used to maintain conduction cf the turned on transistor. Diodes D 1 and D 2 are used to provide a path for reactive energy pumpback which Occurs during the bucking portions of the cycle. For operation in the bucking mode, the inverter must be designed to handle I. , ging power factor loads.
.3) Power Chopper Circuit
The power chopper circuit is composed of Q 31 Q 4 , D 3, D a , C T 1, R 1, R z , and R 3 . To explain its operation assume that the power transistor Q 3 is turned oia by the slave multivibrator during the time interval when terminal 3 of the autotransformer T i is more positive than terminal 4. The voltage across winding 3-4 of T 1 is thus added to the input, creating a boosted voltage or the positive portion of the voltage swing appearing at the collector of Q 3 . When Q 3 is turned on, the boosted voltage is then applied to the averaging filter L t-C t • Conduction of Q ' , As maintained by the base drive supplied by the 3-4 windings of CT 1 . At some time later in the time interval, the master multivibrator switches state, causing the polarities of the autotransformer windings to change. Terminal 3 of the windings 3-4 of T . new becomes more negative than terminal 4. Thus the voltage acro:,s Anding 3-4 is onpesite in polarit y to the input do volt<'tbe applied .
to the transformer primary windings. Accordingly, the voltage across winding 3-4 represents a bucking voltage or the negative portion of the voltage s , .sing to the input. Conduction of Q s is maintained by the 3-4 winc'•.ings of the current transformer CT I. and a voltage lass than the input voltage is applied to the averaging filter. The poorer chopper circuit remains in this condition until the slave multivibrator changes state. Ai that time, base drive to transistor Q 3 is removed and after complete turn off of Q 3 , base drive is applied to turn on Q4. Switching off of the conducting transistor Q 3 takes place instantaneously through the action of th,, drive circuit and Q. cannot be biased to a conducting state until Q, has turned completely off. The operation of transistor Q 4 and its associated circuitry is identical to that of Q;.
Figures 7, S, and 9 show some ideal waveforras of the circuit for boost, neutral, v.nd buck modes respectively. Analyzing, the ideal output waveform of the power chopper circuit, the output voltage e o , as a unction of the phase control angle .; can be obtained as follow s: Thus the output is seen to be a direct function of the phase control angle 3. For phase control angles less than T /2, the average output voltage e o will be greater than the input EIN witti the maximum boost occurring when ;3 equals zero. The buck-boost regulator will operate in this boost mode when the output waveform of the chopper circuit has the shape illustrated in Figure ? E. As shown in the figure, for less than T/2, the time intervals that transistors Q3 and Q 4 provide a bucking voltage to the input is less than the time intervals that Q 3 and Q 4 provide a boosted voltage to the input. Accordingly, this waveform will have longer duration positive voltage swing portions than negative portions. The average of this waveform will provide an cutput which is greater than the input.
If the phase control angle 3 is selected to be equal to the time inverval T/2.
:he outputs front Q3 and Q4 to the Junction A will have the wave shape shown in r Figure 8E . 'ihis waveform has equal positive and negative voltage swings and when ave raged, the resultant output voltage e . will equal the do input voltage E IN' L^T 'ie regulator will operate in its bucking mode if the outputs from Q 3 and Q 4 have tha wave shape illustrated in Figure 9E . In such case, the phase control angle r is greater than the interval T/2, and the waveform will have longer du-5 ration negative voltage swing portions than positive. Accordingly, the output voltage e o will be less than the input voltage EXN with maximum buck occurring when ,8 equals T.
A special feature of the chopper circuit is the manner in whieb the voltage bucking function is accomplished. The inductor L^ of the averaging filter is specifically designed to maintain continuous current through either Q ,3 or Q4 which is in its conducting state. The windings of CT I will continue to supply drive to the conducting transistor during the time interval when the active serondary ;tiinding of T I is opposite in polarity to the input. Thus the bucking function is achieved by maintaining conduction of either of the power transistors by utilizing a single current transformer and a filter inductor.
In addition to providing the novel bucking function, the current transformer and power transistors of the switching circuit permit operation of the buck boost regulator at high frequencies since fast switching is achieved. This is desirable since high frequency operation permits a substantial reduction in the size and weight of the aututransformer and averaging filter. Further, no gong commutation time between the switching transistors is required. The manner in which this fast switching is achieved without undesired simultaneous conduction is as follo %k s:
Referring to the diagram of Figure 51 Q3 is assumed as conducting and its turn off is desired. Its base drive as supplied from the current transformer winding 3-4 is instantaneously removed by detouring it through the controlling i slave drive winding T 3 , through H p R 3 and R 29 and winding 7-8 of CT t and back to terminal 4 of CT,. The ratio of R 3 to the sum of R 2 and R I is selected such i that Q 4 cannot be biased into conduction during this time. Once Q 3 turns off and the polarity of the windings of CT, reverses. a for, •, and bias is applied. to Q4 by the slave multivi'urator thru T 3 . Q 4 then conducts forward current and is maintained in conduction by winding 7-8 of CT i . Q. cannot be turned on until Q 3 has turned completely off. Thus, no short circuit is applied to the power transformer T 1 and the inverter. Accordingly, there is no interval of high power dissipation which would otherwise limit the operational frequency of the regulator.
Modified Buck-Boost Regulator with Overload Protection I,Vith only minor modifications to the power chopper circuit, a highly desirable current overload protective function can be added to the regulator. Figure 10 shows the modified switching circuit. Operation of the circuit is as follows: Assume Q .3 is conducting and CT 1 is providing base drive for Q 3 through winding 3-4. The current produced by winding 3-4 causes a voltage drop across R 4 which under norinal load conditions is not sufficient to gate on SCR V When the load current increases through winding 1-2 of CT 1 , a corresponding current increase will be reflected in winding 3-4. When the load current increases to a preselected level where overload protection is desired, the increased current through winding 3-4 produces a voltage drop across 12 4 to a level which gates SCR ! to a conducting state. This applies a low impedance to CT 1 through winding 9-10. By using a high turns ratio of winding 9-10 to winding 1-2, the effects of the voltage drops across the bridge rectifier diodes and SCR 1 are minimized. Now when SCR 1 turfs "on" the current which was coupled to winding 3-4 is reduced to zero, since, it is now coupled to winding 9-10, which offers the lowest impedance path. Base urive to Q 3 is thus reduced to zero causing Q 3 to turn off, The slave multivibrator drive through R 3 cannot provide drive to Q 3 or Q $ to render them conducting since the low impedance path through CT1 windings 7-8 and 3-4 is present.
Upon turn off of Q 3 current flow through winding 1-2 of CT 1 and, correspondingly, winding 9-10 is extinguished. As a result, the current flow through with O ,,erlood Protection SCR 1 drops below its holding current level and it returns to a blocking state. This enables the power Switching circuit to resume its normal operation with Q3 or Q4 turned on by a signal from the slave multivibrator. Such resurned operation permits the load current to be sampled for the overload condition.
PERFORMANCE
The operating requirements for the 13uck-Boost regulator were chosen to coincide with those required of the RAE main bus regulator in order that a comparison of performance could be made. the RAE regulator is a boost regulator using the highly efficient autotransformer circuit described previously. The following are those requirements:
Buck-Boost Developm ent 
Static Regulation
From the curves of Figures 11 and 12 , it can be seen that the regulator has excellent load regulation, less than 0.2%; wtule the change due to input voltage is about 0.75 17 o. Temperature variation produces thy, greatest chuibe, approximately 00/"(,. The total overall regulation due to all specified conditions is quite good at 1.85% which is within the limit band of 2% (Arlo). figure 13 , it can be seen that the lo-^%est efficiency occurs at the minimum load of .9 watts since the no load power loss, which varies irom 0.9 watts at 12 volts to 1.5 watts at 24 volts, is now significant. At loads from 20 watts to 80 watts, the efficiency ranges from 98 to 90.5%.
For any given loud, maxinium efficiency occurs at the minimum input voltage of 12 volts, where the regulator is operating in the boost mode. As the input voltage increases, the efficiency decreases, with minimum efficiency occurring at the shows that for the ma_ximu^n boost concliti.or_ (12 volt input), the regulators are witidn 1% in efficiency_ However as the input voltage inereas: q rey,, iriug less boost, the RAE regulator becomes more efficient, since it must swii:h less pp,+er; while the buck-boost reg g dator becomes less efficient since the buck interval inc: eases.
A breakdown of the losses of the regulator at the maximum input of 24 volts and maximum. load of 5.55 "mps. is shown belo^%:
Item
Power Loss in Watts This loss is directly proportional to load current and can be reduced if the output voltage level is increased, since for a given poser ru-quirement, the load current would be reduced. Calculations indicate that an efficiency increase of about 2% er uld be realized cy raisin, the output from 18 to 25 volts.
Transient Response
The transient response of the regulator to instantaneous load change is shown in the series of photos of Figu•es 15, 16, and 17. For the response to load change, a steady state load of T2 amperes was chosen, N%hile a step of 2 amperes with rise and fal! times 'Less than 5 microseconds was the dynamic load applied to the output. The application of this load resulted in an undershoot of 2.6 volts (14.5`) xith recovery to within the regulation range taking 5 in2liseconds. The remov al of thib load resulted vi an overshoot of 2.4 volts (13.31 7o) N+nth recovery 
SUATIMARY
Optimization of the individual designs of the solar array and the battery is desired to achieve maximum system efficiency. The use of a buck-boost main bus reguator can provide added flexibility to make this► optimization possible, since it can operate over a wide range of voltage above tuict below the desired output ievel.
This report has presented the design and development of a buck-boost rebulator utieb uses a novel circuit to step up or down an inp-%..t voltage from do sour,;e. The buck:-boost circuit is simple consisting of a power inverter witn autotransformer, 20 ^.. r .45-dower chopper eircuiE. fiiters, and the necessary controls. The design approach was based on a highly-efficient M-M boost regulator in which on l y the boost power is sw tched. This basic circuit configuration was adapted to provide a buck mode in addition to the boost mode. The combining of a single current transformer with the power chopper transistors to an inductive load provided a novel bucking function and efficient operation of the circuit at high frequency.
%Vith this approach, a buck-boost regulator was designed which exhibited good static regulation, high efficiency, and good transient respuns, .
